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Abstract

tion with a redistribution procedure to eliminate
time-step restrictions due to small cells where the
boundary intersects the mesh. The approximate
projection incorporates knowledge of the body
through volume and area fractions. The method
is demonstrated on flow past a half-cylinder with
vortex shedding.

Many problems in fluid dynamics have domains
with complicated int.ernal or external boundaries
of the flow. Here we present a method for calculating time-dependent incompressible inviscid
flow using a "Cartesian grid" approach for representing geometry. In this approach, the body
is represented as an interface embedded in a regIntroduction
ular Cartesian mesh. The basic algorithm is a 2
fractional-step projection method based on an
approximate projection. The advection step is Modeling of low Mach number flows in complex
based on a Cartesian grid algorithm for compress- geometries is often required in engineering apible flow, in which the discretization of the body plications. In this paper we present a Cartesian
near the flow uses a volume-of-fluid representa- grid algorithm for the unsteady incompressible
Euler equations in which the problem geometry
"This work of these authors was performed under is represented as a "tracked front" embedded in a
the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the uniform Cartesian grid. The incompressible EuLawrence Livermore Natjonal Laboratory under contract
No. y..7-7405-Eng-48. Support mtder contract. No. W- ler equations provide a prototype for more gen7405-Eng-48 was provided by the Applied Mathematical eral low Mach number flows such as low speed
Sciences Program and the High Performance Computing combustion ([7, 9 1 10]). The basic integration
and COTlliIlunications Program of the DOE Office of Scischeme uses a fractional step approach in which
entific Computing and by the neferue Nuclear Agency
the nonlinear convection equations are approxiunder IACRO 93-817 and lACRO 94-831.
t Research supported at UC Berkeley by the US De- mated to construct a velocity field without enpartment. of Energy Office of Scientific Computing un- forcing the divergence constraint. In the second
der grants FDDE-FG03--94-ER25205 and FDDE-FG03step of the algorithm a discrete projection is ap92-ER25140. and by a National Science Foundation Presidential Young Investigator award under grant AC5- plied to the intermediate velocity field computed
8958522.
in the first step to enforce the incompressibility
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for the intermediate velocity U"; as will be
discussed in section 3.1.5; for small cells adjoining the body "'e modify t.he velocity update using tlw conwcti\"(~ formulation of tlw nonlinear
I
t.erms. The prcs::;urc gradient at tn-:i was computed in d~(' previous time step and is treated
as a source term ill (3.1.4). The advection terms
(v.(UU))Yl-i- ,are approximated at t.imetn+~ to
second-order in space and time u~ing an explicit
predictor-corrector scheme; their construction is
described in sect,ion 3.1.6.
The velocity field U· is not, in general,
divergence-free, The projection step of the algorithm decomposes the result of the first step into
a discrete gradient of a scalar potential and an
approximately divergence-free vector field 'which
correspond. rcspectivclYI to the update to the
tional step algorithm, introduce the notation of pressure gradient. and the update to the velocthe Cartesian grid method, and describe the ad- ity. In particular, if P represents the projection
vection and projection steps for flows with em- operator then
bedded boundaries. In the final two sections we
present numerical results and conclusions. All
results and detailed discussion will be for two
(3.1.5)
spatial dimensions; the extension to three dimensions will be presented in later work.
const.raint. The adaptation of the basic projection methodology to the Cart.esian grid setting
cOlnbine.s t1."O different types of techniques developed for compressihle fio\\"s, The key issue in
r,hc ad\'t,ction step is eliminat.i.ng timc-::;tcp rcst.rictions dll" to slll;:~ll cells where the boundary
intersects t ht~ mesh, and to address this we have
adapted the redistribution techniques developed
by Chern and Colella (5) and Pember et a1 [11] for
gas dynamics, The work present.ed here is similar
t.o earlier work of Almgren ct al [1] who present a
similar algorit.hm. The algorithm presented here
uses a different project.ion which requires less information about the geometry so that it is mor'-'
amenable to automating the construction of the
geometric description.
In the next section 'INC reyiew the basic frac-

I

vYpn+2" = (I - P)

3
3.1

Basic Algorithm
Overview of Fractional Step
Formulation

The incompressible Euler equations for constant
density flows can be written as

(U. Ilt- un) + '\lpn-:i
1

Note that the pressure gradient is defined at the
same time as the time derivative of velocity, and
therefore at half-time levels.

3.2

Notation

We first introduce the notation used to describe
how the body intersects the computational domain. The volume fraction Ai,j for each cell is
V·U= O.
(3.1.2) defined as the fraction of the computational cell
Bi,j that is inside the flow domain. The area fracAlternatively, (3.1.1) could be written as
tions ai+t,i and ai.j+t specify the fractions of the
Ut + V . (u U) + V p = 0
(3.1.3) ( i + ~! j) and (i, j + ~) edges, respecti velYI which
lie inside the flow domain, also known as edge
The projection method is a fractional step
apertures. A cell entirely within the fluid but
scheme for solving these equations, composed of
which shares an edge with a full body cell would
an advection step followed by a projection. In
have a volume fraction of A = 1 but the area
the advection step for cells entirely in the flow
fraction of the edge corresponding with the body
domain we solve the discretization of (3.1.3),
would be zero. Additionally, external domain
boundaries can be described using zero aperture
u· - un
1
1
Ilt
+ (V. (uu))n+"2 + Vpn-, = 0 (3.1.4) edges. WI! Label a cell entirely within the fluid

Ut

+ (U . V)U + V p = 0

(3.1.1)
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(A = 1) as a fluid ceil, a cell entirely outside of
the flow domain (A = 0) as a body cell, and a cell
partially in the fluid (0 < A < 1) as a mixed cell.
In the method presented here, the state of the
fluid at. time in is defined by U[j = (Uij, t1ij), the
,-elocity field in cell

Bj,j

at time t

n

\

and

Gp~~- t represents the average value of

vp in cell

3.3

Bi,j

(3.3.4)

p~j ~:

the pressure in cell (i, j) at t n - ~. The pressure

gradient

D..:r

:\ow we have ,,,hat ,',·c need to define the Laplacian for usc in (3.3.2):

at time tn-t.

Discretization
Operators

of

Projection

The original discretization of the exact projection
operator has the form
P=I-G(L)-lD.

(3.3.1)

where D and G represent divergence and gradient operators, respectively and L
DG. For
this algorithm, we utilize an approximate projection, i.e., p2 f:. P which is described in detail
in [8]. The motivation for using an approximate
projection instead of an exact projection comes
from the simplicity of the linear algebra associated \vith the approximate projection and is described in detail in [2]. The projection operator
requires solution of the equation

In the cast: of no embedded boundaries the rcsuiting st.encil for the Laplacian is the standard
five-point st.encil~ resulting in straightforward linear algebra t.o solve (3.3.2). Note that because of
the multiplication of fluxes by areas in defining
t.he divergence operaWf} the Laplacian operator
L does not require that the gradient be defined
on edges with zero length, i.e. 4> need only be
defined in fluid or mi.xed cells.
In order to solve (3.3.2)~ point-relaxation is
used with a multigrid accelerator. At the coarsest level of multigrid 1 a conjugate gradient solver
is employed to further speed convergence. Typical multigrid convergence acceleration characteristics are exhibited by the solver.

3.4

Cell-Centered Projection

In our fractional step formulation, we project
u·-u" as deV
(vr, VY) == ---xt
fined in (3.1.4) onto a subspace of approximately
where ¢ is a scalar potential, which in the context
divergence-free vector fields. To do this according
of (3.1.5) is the update to the pressure, and p is
to (3.3.1), we first must define a divergence given
the divergence of the vector field being projected.
cell-based values of the temporal derivatives of
In order to calculate the Laplacian L we define
the velocity 'field V. In order to calculate this
here the traditional MAC divergence and gradidivergence we construct an edge-centered vector
ent operators. We first define a divergence operafield F from the cell-centered field as follows:
tor DM A C \vhich operates on edge- based vectors:

L4>

D

MAC

_

1

F- - . (
A·I,}.

a-+l
t

(3.3.2) the vector field

p,

_F.X
1 - -a·
1 J.F~
l + "2']
l - 2"'
t -

:ill

A

.u.X

1

F~+.!.

.

?i .)

+

l

-(V) =

2']

Fi~j+! (V)

(3.3.3)

1

11

2(Vi,j+l

+ vYi , j)'

(3.4.1)

Then .the divergence is found by applying
to the field F.
Th';; cell-cent.ered gradient operator G must define gradients on all mLxed or fluid cells, even
(3.3.~)

Next we define the MAC gradient operators as
foHows:

~(Vi~l •," + v"t•j )

2
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those adjacent t.o body cells, and to do this must
extrapolate values of the gradient from cells that
do not border body cells into cells bordering body
cells. The following protocol is us~d to calculate
this gradient:

if (a1+k.j > 0) and (a j
t

(C-· 9ki
2lx(Oi+l,j
else if(ai+~.j
0) then
. 2 * (C I ¢ )i _

-=

Oi-Lj)

] ,j

( G -:r 4; )i _ 2.j

(C- X ¢ )i+2,j

X

The intermediate w:locir.y [~- ar time 11 + 1 is
then de£illCd on all fluid and. mixed cells from
(3.1.4) as

then

O)thcn
2 * (C- ¢ )i+ l.j

W

clscif(at_~,j

> 0)

or fluid cells. 'Ve do this in a \'olull1e-wC"ighted
fashion:

The time-st.cp restric~ion of the 11l)\Vlnd
method ;lS given by the full-cell stability analysi<"

if (ai.j+~ > 0) and (ai,j_~ > 0) then
(G-Y¢)i,j = 2ly(¢i,j+l - oi,j-d
else if (0'I.)' . d• = 0) then
~ 2 * (C-Y4>kj-l (G-"Q')i,j-2
else if (ai,) ~ = 0) t.hen
- 2 * (C·Y<Pkj+l - (C"'Y<,6)t,j+2'

ma.x:
ij

~

IUii1b.t
--.
( - b.x'

is llsed to set the time step for the overall algorithm; here (j is the CFL Hum.ber.
As ment.ioned earlier, for incompressible fiO'w
the two forms of the momentum equatiol1 (3.1.1)
and (3.1.3), are analytically equivalent. In the
presence of embedded boundaries, the approach
using convective derivatives is stable even for
very small cells, but the convective update and
the conservative update are no longer equivalent.
To construct the convective difference, we must
in some cases extrapolate onto edges which lie
fully or partially within the body, and so the
convective update does not "see" the body other
than through the MAC-projected normal advection velocities (and the limited slopes).
The conservative update, by contrast, more
correctly represents the body, but is not, in general, stable for small cells without a reduction
in time step. In fact, the time step restriction
is such that as the cell volume goes to zero the
time step must also approach zero. We define the
conservati ve update by
j

It is important to note that for cells with four
nonzero apertures, the gradient 'operator in the
projection is just the standard cell-centered gradient operator, which can be thought of as the
average of the appropriate two edge gradients G.

3.5

Advective Derivatives

This section will discuss the steps required to

n+.!.

calculate the term [\7 . (UU)];,i:2 for use in
(3.1..4), given a set of nearly divergence-free edgecentered velocities centered in time at tn+t The
algorithm is a predictor-corrector method, similar to that used in [3]' but with some modifications as discussed in [4]. The details of the current version without geometry are given in [2J.
For simplicity we will assume that the normal
velocity on the embedded boundary is zero; the
treatment of a more general Dirichlet boundary
condition such as inflow is straightforward.
For the construction of the nonlinear ad vective terms at t n +!, velocities are defined on all
edges of fluid and mixed cells at t n + t; this process requires values of the velocity and pressure
gradients in the cells on either side of an edge at
tn. We must therefore define, at each time step,
extended states in the body cells adjoining mixed

(3.5.1)
I

where Fn+ 2

n+l

n+lJ

(u.+ /. .U.
I

2')

n+l

I ., V . . +21
1+'2'}
I,} '2

n+.!.
U. ,+21 ), the
t,J

2"

MAC projected edge velocities as defined later,
and evaluate the divergence as F n + ~ . n dA,
where the flux: is only integrated on the parts of
the eJkes of the cell that lie within the fluid.
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J

.~

"1
~

3. In order to address the stability issue for
mixed cells, define the difference

A solu t.ion in this ca5C is to use a weighted average of the convective and conservative updates,
effectively allon,jug as much momentum to pass
into a small cell ill a time step as will keep til(:
scheme ~tilblc \\,ith respect t.o the rnaximulH cell
size, To maintain con::;crvation in r,he adn~ction
step, t.he moment,11Ill which does not. P<\SS into the
slTlali cell is redistributed to t.he neighboring cells
in a volume \,'eight-cd fa..shion. This approa.ch is
modeled on the algorithm of(11~ 12], and is based
on the algebraic redistribution scheme of Chern
and Colella [5]. The algorithm is a'5 follows:

(,.!.Ui,) :::::

=

;\i,jUH
-

~t

6:r

(

pT

FI

G.i+!,j i+

I

t-

.)

2,J

-1. The conservative solution can be written

-

However,
mixed cells as Ui,j - Ui~j +
1. Define
solution is not stable for A
j
instead fJi~j == Uti + lJ Jf ,j; in other words
aUow the mixed cell state to keep the fraction of 61\1 which will keep the schenlt'. ::o.tablc
gi ven that the time step is set by tIl(' fullcell CF1 ..constraint. .?\ote that for fluid cells

5. Redistribute the remaining fract.ion of {j J\;I
from mixed cells, that. is (1 - Ai,) )f>}'Ji,j, to

the fluid and mixed cells among t,he eight
neighbors of B i ,} in a volume-weighted fashion. Since we redistribute the extensive
rather than intensive quantity (e.g. momentum rather than momentum density) , the resulting redistribution has the form
~.

fl t,J
.. == fj~. +

'"
L,...;

I,)

where

The advective term [(U . v)u]n+t can be
found from the edge- and time-centered velo<:ities as:

mk,l

n+!. )

1
2~y

t

.

"'i'}

U.1 - 2'}
1::1,
I,}

An.p.

6. Finally, subtract the lagged pressure gradient term from the solution for all fluid and
mixed cells, treating it as a source term:
U.*.
t,J

+

== fj a,)
..

n-l.

At (Gp) t.)
..

:!.

(3.5.3)

This vector field U· is the approximation to
the velocity field at t ll +1 ; all that remains to
define U n +1 is the projection step.

(n+t
v .. 1+ v n+!
.. 1 ) *
a,J+2

L
n,pEnbhd(B",l)

.......

U'+1

mJ.:,l

k,lEnbhd(B •. J )

~t[(U . v)u]n+~,

(

Oil

t his

2. In mixed cells only construct U·, defined as

n+l.
2

(3.v.2)

mixed cells only. This is the flux t.o be
redistribu tcd.

where the fllL"'Ces are defined as in (3.5.1).
This solution enforces no-flow across the
boundary of the body, but is not necessarily
stable.

U· == un -

Ui~))

III

1. In all cell::; construct
using the COl1servati\-e form of the advective terms:
A"j[-

-

Ai,j(U i . j

2"

3.6
The technique for calculating the time- and
edge-centered velocities is ou~lined below in
section 3.6. We will refer to U* as the refer~
ence state.

Calculation of Edge-Centered
Velocities

In the predictor we extrapolate the velocity to
the cell edges at tn+t using a second-order Taylor se~es expansion in space and time. The
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time derivative in the expansion is replaced using
(3.1.1). neglecting for the t.irne being the pressure
1') tl11.5
. gl\'CS
.
gra d "lent" rlor e d ge ( 1. + 2')'
__
-

1'-

-a

GI]..

-1_
I

(

tJ..7.:
2

-

rrL

sta tes.
as;

tJ.t

V',l
IT

'5»

.

and CIt

==

2

tJ.t --(vU
2
y
cxtrap~)]ared

the edge states by using an upwindillg procedure defined below. The procedure to choose
the ullique state
giyen the left and right

UN)

(3.6.1)

from Bi,), and

if
if
if

and 11,+ J ,j >
*' Ui+l,j < ()

0

Ui,}

Hi,i

and

0

Hi.)

1Ii+I,i

An additional condit.ion on the upwindillg is
that the upwind state must be chosen from a fluid
celt. \Ve foHm"\" a similar procedure to construct

71l
G·,
. - (tJ.:.t:
-2
f .,.-1,)

C',j-r-k'

(3.6.2)
extrapolated from Bit1,j'
Analogous formulae ,ue used to predict values
a t each of the ot her edges of the cell. In evaluating these terms the first-order derivatives normal
to the edge (in this ca.se Ux ) are evaluated using a

rnonotonicity-limited second-order' slope approximation [6). These limited slopes are calculated
by first. eyaluating the cent-raIl 'plus,' and 'minus,'
differences as follows
.6,-

.0.°
~+

2 * (Ui,j Ui-1,i)
.5 * (Ui+l,i Ui-I,i)
2*(Ui +1,j - Ui,j)'

The limited slope is then defined as

To account for the embedded boundaries) Ll - or
.0. + are set to zero if the edge over which the
difference is outside the domain. This effectively
reduces the slope calculation to first order near
embedded boundaries, but ensures that only values from fluid or mixed cells, not extended states,
are used in the slope calculation.
The transverse derivative terms as used ill
(3.6.1) and (3.6.2) are evaluated as in [1, 4], by
choosing a single sided difference in the upwind
direction.
For every edge in the fluid domain, (3.6.1)
and (3.6.2) each give a time-centered estimate of
the velocity vector. A unique edge- and timecentered value for the velocity is obtained from

In g\:ll,~ral these nonnal velocities at t.he edges
arc Hot divergence-free. In order to make these
velocities divergence-free 'we apply a I\1AC project.ion [4] to the edge-centered \'elocity field.

(3.6.3)
The MAC projection operates on the edgecentered velocities, Ui+~,j' Ui,i+i' The generic
divergence operator (3.3.3) operates on these velocities directly) and the same standard gradient operator is used in the construction of DG .
However, the gradient operator G M AC· differs
from G M AC in that G M AC yields only the normal edge-centered gradients from a cell-centered
scalar field! but G M AC .. defines both tangential
p,nd normal gradients. This requires additional
extrapolation in the case of mixed or fluid cells
adjacent to body cells. Calculating this gradient
is done in a series of steps:

liOS

• Calculate all normal edge gradients using the
following logic.

if (ai+.!.,J > 0) then
(G!.lACf<X<p)i+
(¢,+1,1 <Pi,;)
else if (Ai,; < 0) then
= 2 * (Gx¢)i+l,i (G X ¢)i+2,j

=

1x

else
= 2 * (G:r¢)i_l,i - (G x ¢)1_2,j
In order for these gradients to be well defi,9:ed as above, the normal gradients as found

by the first above conditional must be calculated throughout the domain before any gradients are found hy extrapolation, This calculatio!1 includes boundary normal gra,dicnt.s
if any, Similar fonnular yield the y directioll

and bot.tom. An outflow boundary condition is
imposed on the right, edge. The initial conditions
a.re defined by the projection of a uniform inlet
\'elocity and quiescent nllid ";it,ll a ;:.:.ligllt asym
metric perturhation upstream of the obstruction.

normal

• Calculate the tangential gradients at t.he
horizontal
as follo1,\'S,

(G

,2,5

J,

*(

(Gr6);_~,j~1 + (GJ"CJ)i+
: ,...L (C X (jl) J...,-,
( G x 6).t -- ;:;,J
J

+*-

else if (G i - Lj
0) t.hen
2,. (G.r6)'~1
'.)..1
(G.l'6)"
,I
.J,
2

=

sian grid represent-arion of geomerry
In this
approach, the body is represent.ed as an int.erface embedded in il regular Cart,C'_"ian mesh. The
adaptat.ion of the higher-order upwind met.hod

eis('

Analogous formulae yield the y direction
tangential gradients.
• Calculate the tangential l\1AC gradients on
the boundaries where needed as follows:
GM ACw.:r </;o,j

=

2 * (Gx</;h,j (Gx¢h,j
CMACcx¢nx,j ==
2 * (Gx¢)nx_I,j - (G x dJ)nx_2,j
With these definitions of the gradient operators and the divergence operator we define the
following MAC velocities:

(3.6.4)

4

Conclusion

\Ve have present.ed a mer hod for caiclliation of
time-dependent illcompre~sible in\'iscid flow in
a. domain \\-ith embedded boundarit's. This approach fombincs the basic projection met hod, using an approximat.e projt,ction. n'ith t.he Carte-

if (ai.i-iJf

5

Numerical Results

Figure 1 ShO\\'8 results of a calculation done using
the algorithm presented in this paper. In this figure are time series of u,v, and the vorticity. The
test problem is a half circle facing to the left in
a 4xl channel. The center of the half-circle is
located at (1, .5), and the diameter of the halfcircle is 0.25. The flow is moving left to right
over the half circle and between rigid walls top

to include geometry is modeled on the Cartesian grid method for compressible flow. The
discretization of the body near the fio\,,' uses a
volume-of-fluid representation with a redistribution procedure. The approximate projection incorporates knowledge of the body through volume and area fractions. Convergence results for
the projection it.self are given as is a result from
the projection calculation.
The method here is presented in two dimensions; the extension to Y' - : : and three dimensions
and to variable density flows, and the inclusion of
this representation with an adaptive mesh refinement algorithm for incompressible flow are being
developed_
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Time series of scalar quantitie~ from 200 to 1000 timesteps,
calculated on a 128x32 grid.
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